Soda Pack

Cheers!
Spröt
It really grows on you

Notable Ingredients: Alfalfa Sprouts, Bean Sprouts, Brussel Sprouts

The first bottle of Spröt was brewed as a bootleg beer in prohibition when its creator confused Brussel Sprouts for hops. From bathtub to speakeasy to supermarket, it was considered too foul to drink by authorities, who allowed it to be sold on store shelves in broad daylight. Thousands of bottles were sold, but none were drunk to completion.

Slunch
It's Slunch Time!

Notable Ingredients: Ham Sandwich, Fried Chicken, Potato Chips

America's favorite picnic in a can, Slunch came into popularity when the lunch hour dwindled ever increasingly until it all but disappeared. Several varieties exist including the Peanut Butter and Jelly "Recess Slunch", which gives that schoolyard charm back to students who have never known the jungle gym. A single can contains 2,000 calories so it can replace all the daily meals in an easy to chug slurry so you can get back to what's important: productivity.
AKA Crean

It tastes just like a Submarine!

Notable Ingredients: Cream, Seawater

Formerly "Seaman Cream", the soft drink was rebranded in 1969 as "Crean" which led the bottle to read "Seaman Cream, AKA Crean" during a transitional period, only for the consumer base to refer to the drink as AKA Crean from then forward. The Creana Colada which mixes grog, pineapple juice, and coconut shavings is the most popular drink amongst many cruise lines, despite it causing dehydration and seasickness.

Diet Caffeine Free Mr. Murph

It's better than Nothin'

Notable Ingredients: TOP SECRET

Everyone remembers their first Diet Caffeine Free Mr. Murph, that signature taste like nothing else, the quenching feel of it phasing through your body and then the ground, never stopping until it pools in the planets core. "What is it?" science asks increasingly nervous; but we may never know.
Dilb Jr.
The Soda for Babies

Notable Ingredients: Sweet Pickle Juice

Intended as a spinoff flavor of the dill pickle flavored soda Dilb Sr., Dilb Jr. broke down the walls of age and became the first soft drink consumed primarily by infants. Several fruity flavors have been introduced, but the sweet tang of the pickle is always in the forefront of Dilb mythology.

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: DILB JR. IS NOT INTENDED FOR BABIES.

Pink Ink
Drink with a Wink

Notable Ingredients: Bismuth subsalicylate, Shrimp

Neither Kosher or hypoallergenic, Pink Ink is a gastronomic experience. The initial rush of nausea from the thick bubbling umami is quelled by the soothing medicinal bismuth. An attempt to replace the original bubblegum flavor with cherry was attempted in the mid 80s, but the combination was met with intense public outcry almost leading to the dissolution of America's most popular seafood soft drink.
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